New Lease on Life
How Overhauling the Ludington Pumped-Storage Units Will Extend Plant Life
The size and capacity of the Ludington pumped-storage plant’s six pump-turbine and motor-generator units makes them among the largest pumped-storage units in the world. After 40 years of operation, the units needed a major overhaul.

During its more than 40 years of operation, the massive 1,872-MW Ludington pumped-storage plant in Ludington, Mich., has pumped water from Lake Michigan to its 27 billion gallon capacity upper reservoir and generated electricity to meet peak demand. It was built from 1969 to 1973 at a cost of US$315 million. The facility, co-owned by Consumers Energy Co. and Detroit Edison, is operated by Consumers Energy and provides electricity to more than 1.3 million residential customers.

Particularly in the past few years, numerous issues have required increased maintenance, resulting in scheduled outages to perform routine maintenance every two years. The bulk of the maintenance activity during this time was cavitation repair on the pump-turbine runners. Forced outages since the units were commissioned concern various problems with the thrust bearings. Typical observations during the planned and forced outages included:

- Wicket gate and shaft seal wear and leakage;
- Bearing and bushing wear;
- Deterioration or loss of coating on water passage;
- Stator core buckling and deterioration;
- Stator winding corona;
- Generator air cooler problems;
- Electrical and controls equipment obsolescence, including load break switches; and
- Material degradation of the motor-driven exciters.
In 2006, the owners investigated the potential scope of work necessary to enable the plant’s units to operate within the next 30- to 50-year period of the license to be issued in 2019 by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission. The results of the condition assessment and life extension study performed by Devine Tarbell & Associates (DTA) (now owned by HDR) led the owners to proceed with a major overhaul and upgrade of the entire Ludington facility, beginning with the first unit.

Pump-turbine upgrade performance targets included increased turbine operating efficiency, pump operating efficiency, turbine output, pump discharge and upper reservoir elevation at which pump operation can be started. In addition, as discussed later, each motor-generator was rehabilitated to enable the unit to operate reliably within its expected parameters.

**Pump-turbine design**

The pump-turbines for the Ludington plant were redesigned by Toshiba using the latest technology to improve efficiency and pump cavitation performance and increase turbine output and pump discharge. The main components that needed to be replaced based on the study included the stay vanes and turbine runners. Draft tube modification was not part of this project and although Toshiba studied several wicket gate designs, the company determined new designs would not dramatically improve pump-turbine performance.

The new pump-turbine design was studied by optimization methodology combined with computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis. Pump-turbine hydraulic performance verification and runner blade tunings were carried out by model testing in the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL-LMH).

**Stay vane modification**

The original stay vanes — 20 per unit — were designed in three different shapes for a better flow angle. The new stay vanes were modified into six different shapes, which contribute to improved efficiency in pumping and generating modes by avoiding flow separation and controlling the wake flow. The trailing edge shape of the modified stay vanes was the same, while the leading edge shapes were optimized to comply with the flow angle in generation mode at each stay vane to avoid flow separation. Modifications involved adding extension pieces to the original stay vanes’ leading and trailing edges to reduce wake flow and control flow angle.

**New runners**

The main goals for hydraulic performance improvement for the new runners include:

- Achieve high efficiency in both operation modes;
- Improve pump cavitation performance;
- Increase turbine output; and
- Increase pump discharge.

To achieve these improvements,
Toshiba applied the following technology for the new runner:

- Increased runner blades to nine from the original six;
- Deeper runner (see explanation below);
- Optimized blade load distributions; and
- Optimized runner inlet and outlet skew angle.

By increasing the number of blades, turbine and pump efficiency at normal operating range was improved by about 4%, and it also increased pump discharge characteristics by 15%. Additionally, by using a nine-blade runner, load was reduced on each blade, leading to less cavitation.

A deeper runner means the apparatus has an extended outlet (pump inlet side) on its bottom. Thus, the runner blade length is longer than a typical nine-blade runner, reducing individual blade load.

Runner inlet and outlet skew angle was optimized by CFD analysis performed by Toshiba to control secondary flow in both operating modes, especially during over- and partial-load operating conditions. Toshiba also carefully designed the runner blade outlet curve. Studying the results of cavitation model testing determined the detailed blade shape needed to provide maximum improvement of pump inlet cavitation.

**Dynamic response study**

Changing the number of blades could cause vibration from resonance due to the rotor-stator interaction between runner blades and wicket gates. Therefore, Toshiba carried out dynamic response studies in collaboration with the owner to evaluate the impact of operating using a nine-blade runner.

CFD results, runner finite element analysis (FEA) results and Toshiba’s related archival data were used for the study. Results indicated:

- The expected natural frequencies for the runner in-water are far enough from exciting frequency. In addition, the expected natural frequency is higher than the exciting frequency corresponding to the rated speed, so that the exciting frequency will not coincide with the natural frequency even when increasing or decreasing speed.

- Studying vibration levels indicated a six-blade runner and nine-blade runner have the same influence on stationary parts because they both have the same exciting frequency.

- The new nine-blade runner and the stationary components will not cause any harmful vibration.

**Motor-generator design**

Rehabilitating each motor-generator will enable the unit to operate reliably within its expected parameters. Rehab will also solve problems and issues that occurred with the current unit configuration, as well as uprating the units from 325 MVA/388 MVA (rated/overload) to 455 MVA based on the increased pump-turbine output. Various analyses and studies were performed to solve the problems and issues (i.e., stator core buckling, stator winding corona and thrust bearing failure). Project engineers decided to replace the entire stator, including the frame, core and windings, and thrust bearings, with improved design and manufacturing practices to alleviate these issues seen previously.

Stator coils were improved by a voltage grading system to mitigate corona activity and a copper cross section to ensure cool operation at a higher MVA output.

**Stator**

Because there were issues on the existing units (i.e., stator winding corona and stator core buckling, in addition to the need to increase thermal capacity of the motor-generator to 455 MVA), engineers decided to replace the stator windings and core. Toshiba performed further studies to prevent reoccurrence of stator core buckling, which is sometimes a problem with hydro generators and motor-generators designed and manufactured decades ago. In many cases, this problem is caused by insufficient clamping force on the stator core and is more likely to occur when the bottom clamping plate is an integral structure with the bottom shelf plate of the stator, as is the case at Ludington.

FEA analysis was performed on original and modified structures to verify the differences and evaluate the modified structure. As part of prudent repairs, engineers replaced the stator frame with independent bottom clamping plates (see Figure 1).

**Figure 1 — Stator Frame**

Engineers replaced the stator frame with independent bottom clamping plates. The new stator frame is constructed of welded steel plate, split into six sections and designed for site assembly by bolting to form a complete frame. The colors in the figure show the stress distribution, not components. The new stator core is constructed with high-grade, non-aging, thin silicon steel laminations.
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The new stator core is constructed with high-grade, non-aging, thin silicon steel laminations. After it is machined, each lamination is coated on both sides with an insulating varnish to minimize eddy current losses.

The stator core lamination is stacked in the stator frame at the site to form a continuous core with joints between laminations overlapped. The stator core is clamped by segment-type clamping plates and fingers at both top and bottom, separated from the stator frame.

The new 20-kV stator bars have a vacuum pressure resin (VPR) rich insulation system, which consists of resin-rich mica tape around strand conductors, cured and molded by liquid medium in a vacuum pressure tank. The VPR system can reduce environmental burdens and improve working environments compared to a vacuum pressure impregnation insulation system.

The insulation performance of the new stator bars was verified by voltage endurance testing following a thermal cycle test as defined in IEEE standards 1043, 1310 and 1553.

Thrust bearing

At the Ludington pumped-storage plant, the existing thrust bearings had problems that required the replacement of thrust pads every couple of years. Toshiba carried out extensive analyses of the thrust bearing system, including the lower bearing bracket, to learn the cause of the problems. The data revealed:

- Excessive heat causes a large convex deformation of the thrust bearing pad in the radial direction;
- Oil film thickness around the center of the pads easily decreases against rapid thrust load change;
- There is a large difference in vertical displacement in the thrust collar between its inside and outside against thrust load, due to the collar’s hollow structure; and
- The lower bearing bracket is reusable with reduced stress and/or deformation by adding some reinforcements.

Project engineers determined the problems caused by the thrust collar’s excessive deformation is due to its hollow structure. The excessive thrust bearing pad convex deformation is due to the relationships between the length, width and thickness of the pad. By optimizing those relationships the excessive deformation can be avoided.

In the major overhaul, the following changes and modifications were applied to the existing thrust bearing: Altering the thrust collar construction (cut the existing thrust collar from the shaft and add the new forged thrust collar to main shaft); changing to solid from hollow construction to improve the shape of the sliding surface of the thrust runner by increasing stiffness of the thrust collar; changing the thrust bearing pad construction (i.e., change its supporting system to the spring type from the pivot type); and changing L/B value (ratio of thrust pad length and width) and thickness to resolve excessive convex deformation.

Runner manufacturing

The original runner was made of carbon steel material and had two divided halves with a crown and band cover, which covered the bolt split flanges. The new runner was made of ASTM A487 CA6NM Class A stainless steel and was designed as a one-piece fabrication. The new runner is large, about 8.4 m in diameter and weighing 270 tons, which are in the world’s largest class as a pump-turbine runner.

One of Consumers Energy’s concerns was the strength of welding seams on the fabricated runner. Consumers Energy and Toshiba decided full-penetration welding would be applied to all the new runner’s welding seams to ensure sufficient strength and extended service life. To verify the strength of the prototype pump-turbine runner and the design life of 50 years, the strength and stress loaded in the runner was analyzed by Toshiba using FEA techniques and it was confirmed that the runner design meets all of the strength requirements as well as the extended service life.

Field modifications

Stay vane extensions were installed at the site to optimize the overall hydraulic efficiency, as previously explained. The extensions were designed to fit the trailing edge and/or leading edge of the original
stay vanes, as required. The as-found inspection revealed that the original stay vanes had cavitation damage on wide areas of both the trailing and leading edges. This affected the contact area of the stay vane extensions.

The cavitation damage on the original stay vanes had to be repaired before the extensions could be installed. The stay vane extensions consisted of three pieces: top, middle and bottom. Distortion from heat produced during welding applications was one of the risks to the stay vane and/or stay ring. The owners implemented a welding plan to minimize heat that included the procedure, material, order and stress relief.

**Shaft seal**

The shaft seal modification scope included replacing the existing shaft sleeve and completely redesigning the existing shaft radial seal system. The new axial type shaft seal system includes a new rotating horizontal seal that seats against a spring and an air-loaded stationary seal. The seal also has a new cooling water system with inline filters to improve seal life, as well as provide lubrication cooling. The shaft seal modification significantly reduces water leakage through the shaft seal as compared with the existing seal.

**New performance**

In 2015, operating performance of the upgraded pump-turbine was measured during performance test (see Figure 2). Comparative performance testing utilized an eight-path ultrasonic flow meter by Caldon in the same manner used to test the original machine in 2013.

Tests confirmed turbine efficiency performance against turbine output increased to a larger output range. Stable turbine operation can be continued at 360 MW turbine capacity with 320 feet of head. The original nominal turbine capacity at the same head was 312 MW. In addition, efficiency of the new runner is the same at partial load range as the original runner.

In the case of pump operation, the pump discharge of the new runner increased about 15% compared with the original at all head ranges.

The new runner could start pumping operation at a static head of 354.1 feet, which is more than 15 feet higher than the original runner. This ability provided greater flexibility of the pumping operation and more convenient operation against grid demand.

The stator winding operation temperature met standards for Class F as defined by IEEE and 85K temperature rise, which is the industry standard for Class F.

**Conclusion**

Unit 1’s major overhaul was completed and turned to commercial operation test on March 12, 2015. The performance test carried out verified that Unit 1 has successfully achieved its target performance.

The major overhaul for Unit 2 was completed in May 2016, and Unit 3 overhaul is under way. The manufacturing for the other units is in progress and barring any unforeseen issues, all six units should be back in service by spring 2020.
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